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Abstract 

Traditionally viewed as mere energy consumers, buildings have in recent years adapted, 

capitalizing on smart grid technologies and distributed energy resources to not only efficiently 

use energy, but to also output energy. This has led to the development of net-zero energy 

buildings, a concept which encapsulates the synergy of energy efficient buildings, smart grids, 

and renewable energy utilization to reach a balanced energy budget over an annual cycle. To 

sustain the high energy standards required for net-zero, it is critical to incorporate domotic 

systems into the net-zero framework. With recent advances in domotic systems, coupled with 

their ever-increasing commercial availability, the age-old concept of developing intelligent 

systems for domotic environments has gained new momentum.  

The seamless control of domotic environments however is anything but trivial [1]. When put in 

the context of net-zero buildings, it becomes necessary to not only track the state of the energy 

consuming devices within the building, but the respective services and functionalities they 

provide as well. An ontology-oriented approach allows for a flexible representation of domotic 

environments upon which deductions and reasoning can be made. In this paper, we present an 

ontology-enabled knowledge base that models domotic net-zero environments in terms of the 

energy interactions and functionalities of the physical systems present within the building.  

Against the backdrop of steadily increasing interest in domotic environments, it should be noted 

that the amount of literature available focusing on the ontological approach to modelling domotic 

environments is severely lacking [2]. The most notable contributions to this area include 

DomoML, an enabler for communication between domotic devices, the EHS taxonomy and 

DogOnt. As described by Sommaruga et al.[3], DomoML is a suite of XML based languages 

composed of three parts which cover environmental elements (DomoML-env) including 

household appliances and building structure; the universal understanding of element 

functionality (DomoML-fun); and the universal understanding of the communication message 

between elements (DomoML-com).  

The EHS taxonomy, developed by the European Home System (EHS) consortium provides a 

home appliance classification system focused on white and brown goods. It is composed of four 

major classes, namely Meter Reading, which targets all measurement gadgets, HK-House 

Keeping, which groups household appliances, Audio and Visuals, which groups multimedia 



appliances and Telecommunication, which groups all communication enabling devices. Taking 

advantage of technologies developed in the context of the Semantic Web, the DogOnt ontology 

[2]  supports the notion of device and network independent descriptions of houses. This 

encompasses both “controllable” and architectural elements. States and functionalities of 

controllable devices are automatically associated to the modeled elements through proper 

inheritance mechanisms and by means of properly defined SWRL auto-completion rules which 

ease the modeling process, while automatic device recognition is achieved through classification 

reasoning. 

 

Intelligent management of domotic environments within a net-zero context is multifaceted and 

extends far beyond just energy consumption monitoring. It requires several heterogeneous 

information domains and parameters to be taken into consideration, ranging from user 

preferences and environment conditions to energy generation. Six information domains are 

identified in [4] as key towards this effort. The paper goes on to identify enabling ontologies 

which were then leveraged to generate a comprehensive framework for smart buildings and 

energy management as seen in Figure 1. The purpose of this framework is to aggregate all the 

heterogeneous information of a smart building into a semantic knowledge base. Such 

information can then be effectively retrieved and used in algorithms to implement intelligent 

control logics and task scheduling. 

 

While these ontologies address most of the challenges associated with domotic environments, 

they do not incorporate renewable energy generation or attempt to maintain a zero energy 

balance. With that in mind, we propose a new approach, the NetZOnt ontology, to accurately 

capture and model the energy interactions within net-zero building through ontological 

modelling to enable building managers to make more informed energy strategies. 



 

Figure 1: A comprehensive ontology framework for smart homes 

 

NetZOnt Ontology 

Like most ontologies, NetZOnt was developed through an attempt at encapsulating the entire net-

zero building domain concepts to the right granularity. Achieving an optimized ontology is 

highly dependent on the method used to develop it. Uschold et.al [5] propose a relatively simple 

approach toward ontology design, one that was adopted for the development of NetZOnt. The 

methodology can be broken down into three main phases;  

 

a) Brainstorming: Using brainstorming techniques to identify all potential concepts 

and phrases in the domain of interest.  

b) Grouping: A process in which the developed terms are structured into 

provisional categories.  

c) Refinement: Grouping iteration to refine and identify embedded semantic cross-

references between areas. 



 

The NetZOnt ontology was developed using this approach and consists of the following 

independent continuants; building, a coarse representation of building types classified as 

either commercial, residential or public buildings; buildingenvironment, which models 

the physical environment within the confines of the building where things can be located; 

appliance, which models all the energy consuming devices within the building; and 

appliancefunctionality, which models the different functions a device affords. With 

regards to occurents, the ontology consists of a class referred to as stasis, which models the 

different state configurations that controllable devices can assume; and StateValue, which 

models the value; ‘On’,’Off’,‘Standby’, assigned to each state of a device. Units of 

measurements are modeled as information content entities to bring meaning to the data contained 

within the ontology. 

 

Upper Level Ontology 

The Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) is an upper level ontological framework designed for use in 

supporting information retrieval, analysis and integration in scientific and other domains. At its 

core, BFO gives a formal account of the distinctions between:  

1) universal and particular  

2) continuant and occurrent  

3) dependent and independent  

4) formal and material. 

 

Interrelations are defined between continuants and occurrents in a way which enables BFO to 

deal with both static/spatial and dynamic/temporal features of reality. Continuants in BFO 

represent an inventory of all entities existing at a time. Occurrents on the other hand are an 

inventory of all the processes unfolding through a given interval of time. Both serve as basis for 

a series of sub-ontologies, each of which can be conceived as a window on a certain portion of 

reality at a given level of granularity. Given that energy consuming entities and time (both in 

terms of duration and time-of-day) play crucial roles with respect to developing a net-zero 

energy strategy, BFO provides the perfect platform upon which to build the proposed ontology. 

Physical structures and spaces can be categorized under the object class in BFO, while time 



dependent processes such as energy consumption can be reflected as occurents. This 

integration is highlighted in Figure 2 below. 

 

 

Figure 2: Snippet showing BFO integration into NetZOnt 

 

Imported Ontologies 

OBO Annotation Metadata 

The Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) is an effort to create controlled vocabularies for shared 

use across different biological and medical domains. As part of this effort, an annotation 

metadata file was developed to help standardize annotations across OBO ontologies. While 

annotations do not add much to NetZOnt’s knowledge base, they make it easier to anyone using 

the ontology to understand what the terms used within it mean. It also allows the ontology editor 

to provide extra entries such as ‘alternative term’ and ‘definition source’. Figure 3 below shows 

an example of a typical annotation entry in NetZOnt using the OBO annotation metadata file. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Controlled_vocabulary


 

Figure 3: OBO Annotation integration 

Unified Code for Units of Measure Ontology (UCUM) 

Units are basic scientific tools that render meaning to numerical data. UCUM is a comprehensive 

ontology of units of measurements and allows us to associate relevant units such as Watts to the 

numerical data we hope to generate using NetZOnt.   

 

NetZOnt Use Cases 

In order to consolidate and excite the idea of modeling a multi-faceted energy ontology for net 

zero buildings, some use cases have been presented below. While this list is far from exhaustive, 

it offers an interesting sample of the potential of NetZOnt. 

 

Use Case 1  

Provide information regarding the total power consumption of appliances within a building. 

Such queries can be customized to filter results based on a myriad of specifications 

including, but not limited to weather condition, appliance power rating, time of day and 

location within the building. 

Use Case 2 

Based on the building energy profile, provide suggestions regarding the type and number of 

new storage or renewable sources that should be incorporated into the energy infrastructure. 

Additionally, it should be capable of providing advice relating to better appliance scheduling 

in order to capitalize on cheaper off-peak energy prices. 

 



Use Case 3 

Compare usage data relating to energy generation, storage and consuming devices for a given 

timeframe according to their reliability, costs and environmental effects. 

 Use Case 4 

Identify appliances which offer similar or multiple functionalities. 

 

Appliance Modelling in NetZOnt 

According to [6], 80% of household electricity consumption can be traced back to 12 main 

appliance types, with ‘white goods’ controlling a larger share of the energy demand than ‘brown 

goods’. In order to establish good control over the energy consumption of buildings, it is critical 

for the ontology to have access to a knowledge resource which provides a machine-readable 

description of all the features and properties of each and every appliance operating within the 

building. Attempt is made at developing such a resource by developing an ‘appliance’ class. 

With respect to this paper, all objects referred to as ‘appliance’ or ‘device’ are assumed to be 

energy consuming devices. There are two main subclasses of appliances – controllable 

and non-controllable devices. A controllable appliance differs from a non-

controllable one in that it has both a state and function, whereas non-

controllable appliances only have a function. State describes the power consuming 

state, described as ‘On’, ‘Off’ or ‘Standby’, while functionality refers to the function the 

appliance affords.  

 

There is a strong need to differentiate between the state and functionality because while 

they seem to be the same, there exists a subtle difference. For example, a lamp’s generic function 

is to provide illumination. This happens to also coincide with its state. It is perfectly normal to 

assume that a lamp in the ‘On’ state is providing this function. This is however not true for all 

devices. An air conditioning unit can be ‘On’, but not providing its cooling function, hence the 

need for the differentiation. Controllable appliances are further subdivided into 

MajorAppliance and SmallAppliance , in a similar vein to the ‘WhiteGoods’ and 

‘BrownGoods’ subdivision used in the EHS taxonomy. Major Appliances are characterized 

by a large energy consumption, and includes systems such as Heating, Ventilation and Air 

Conditioning (HVAC) units, fridges and electric stoves. SmallAppliances on the other hand 



encompass light energy consuming devices which include electric fans, television sets and DVD 

players. As mentioned earlier, state refers to the power consuming state of an appliance. 

Below are the two main state classes defined for use in NetZOnt. 

 

Discrete State 

This is perhaps the most common appliance state, represented as ‘On’, ‘Off’ or ‘Standby’. 

An appliance cannot be in multiple discrete states at the same time. Discrete states are found 

mainly in small household appliances such as toasters, televisions and personal computers.  

Continuously State  

Appliances which do not have a discrete state are usually modeled using a continuous state 

value. This category of devices includes dimmable lamps and multispeed power tools. 

 

Function Modelling in NetZOnt 

Function modelling is a representation of the functions (activities, actions, processes, and 

operations) afforded to a user by a device. As highlighted earlier, all of the objects referred to as 

“appliance”, in the NetZOnt ontology are objects belonging to the controllable class. 

Each device class is associated to a set of different functionality, by means of the 

hasFunctionality relationship. Each functionality defines the commands to modify a given 

device property (e.g., light intensity) and the values they can assume. Functionality is 

divided into different classes on the basis of their goals: controlFunctionality models 

the ability to control a device or a part of it. NotificationFunctionality represents the 

ability of a device to autonomously advertise its internal state and in particular the ability of 

detecting and signaling state changes. States are classified according to the kind of values they 

can assume: continuously changing qualities are modelled as continuousStates, while 

qualities that can only assume discrete values (e.g., On/Off, Up/Down, etc.) are classified 

as discreteStates. 

 

 

 

 

 



NetZOnt Classes 

Building Class 

The building class in NetZOnt is represented as a subclass of BFO’s ‘object class’ and comprises 

of building types, namely, government building, public building, commercial 

building and residential building. This set of building classes were developed 

purely from textual descriptions of buildings in urban areas. It is necessary to make building type 

distinctions because the power consumption patterns directly correlate with not only time and 

geographical location, but also building type, which evocates the requirement of such 

classifications. For instance a residential house will consume more energy at night or weekends, 

while consumption demand of an office varies according to working hours [7]. The importance 

of these building classifications can be mapped back to Use Case 2. In order to accurately advice 

consumers on suitable renewable energy generation and storage infrastructure, building type 

needs to be taken into consideration. Realistically, residential premises do not need industrial 

type storage units, which are not only expensive, but also lack the fast charging and discharging 

response characteristics required in a residential setting. Having this classification hence enables 

the system to make well informed decisions based on not only energy needs. 

 

The first step in populating the building class consists of acquiring a priori knowledge of 

existing building types. The building types summarized in Table 1 are based on the existing 

literature about building types [8]. The commercial building class is composed of buildings 

primarily used for profit generating purposes. Entities in this class consist of buildings such as 

office buildings, retail shops, restaurants and movie theatres. The residential building class 

catalogs buildings used primarily as a dwelling. This categorization also includes all buildings 

attached to, or located on the same lot of land as the main residential building, such as sheds, 

barns and garages. Government buildings contain all buildings under government control 

including courthouses, post offices and fire stations. Public building currently comprise of 

churches. Figure 4 shows the Protégé representation of the different building classes. 

 

 

 

 



Table 1: Building class descriptions 

 

Building Class Description 

Residential Building A self-contained unit of accommodation used as a home 

Commercial Building A building intended to generate profit 

Government Building A building that  is under the control of the government 

Public Building A building open for public use 

 

Building Environment Class 

Adopted from the DogOnt ontology [2], the building environment class supports a coarse 

representation of domestic environments as whole architectural units. Its definition encompasses 

all regions within a building where things can be located. This covers rooms and garages. Figure 

5 shows the building environment representation as adopted in NetZOnt. It is currently only 

populated with room and garage, but can be extended to include structures such as 

greenhouses, barns and sheds. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Protégé representation of the building 

class within NetZOnt. 

 

Figure 5: Building environment representation 

in NetZOnt. 

 



 

Appliance Class 

Far from being an exhaustive list, the appliance class attempts to capture all of the different 

energy consuming entities which can be in a building. As highlighted earlier, they are divided 

into two main subclasses; ‘majorappliance’ and ‘smallappliance’.  In its current state, 

the appliance class lacks uniformity. With reference to Figure 6, it should be noted that while the 

majorappliance class arranges appliances based on functionality (e.g. refrigeration), there is 

no such functional subdivisions for the smallappliance class. This was a conscious 

decision, made due to the limited time scope of the project. Further review of existing ontologies 

also revealed a plethora of appliance ontologies which given time, can be imported in place of 

the current appliance class. Figure 7 is an example of mature appliance ontology, with a 

structured device categorization. 

 

 

  

Figure 6: NetZOnt appliance class representation in 

protégé. 

 

Figure 7: Appliance representation in [9] 

 

Appliance Functionality Class 



This class serves to classify the different functionalities provided by the appliances within the 

building. Two main subclasses were developed for this work, namely control 

functionality and notification functionality.  Control functionalities refer to 

the functions which can be actively controlled by a user. These include anything from the ‘play’ 

function on a music system to the ‘spin’ function on a washing machine. Notification functions 

only serve to notify. A door sensor for example sends out a notification whenever the door it is 

monitoring is opened. This is its sole purpose. Control functionalities can be further subdivided 

into two subclasses; continuous and discrete functionality. Continuous functionality 

catalogs all the different range-based functionalities. Volume control and temperature control for 

example both fall under this classification since both temperature and volume are continuous 

variables. Discrete functionalities on the other hand include functionalities such as ‘play’ on a 

dvd player and ‘wash’ on a dishwasher. These tend to be discrete actions. Figure 8 shows the 

Protégé representation of the appliance class in NetZOnt. This section is still in its early 

development phase, which explains the sparsely populated classes. 

 

            

Figure 8: NetZOnt appliance functionality class representation in protégé. 

Stasis Class 

Stasis refers to a period or state of equilibrium.  When an appliance is in a discrete 

On/Off/Standby state, it can be viewed as a temporary period of equilibrium because in that 

moment in time, its energy consumption is constant. In the context of this work, the stasis 

class classifies the power consumption values and state values of the appliances during the 

discrete stasis period. As can be derived from Figure 9, each appliance, regardless of whether it 

is a major or small appliance has a stasis energy consumption associated to it for each of the 



three possible discrete appliance states. Taking a set-top box for example, it has relatively fixed 

energy consumption when in the ‘On’ mode and when in ‘standby’ mode. These static values are 

captured in this class, and eliminate the need for active energy monitoring. Appliances which 

exhibit variable energy consumption profiles cannot be catered for in this class. 

 

Apart from power consumption, the stasis class also has a StateValue subclass. So a value of 

2 for example may refer to an ‘On’ state. While not currently useful, its benefits are realized for 

Use Case 1. For example, when there is a need to compute total energy consumption, rather than 

going through the entire appliance list, if a value of 2 represents an ‘On’ state, then the query 

could be set up to simply filter out appliances with a state value not equal to 2.  

 

 

Figure 9: NetZOnt stasis class representation in protégé. 

 

Data and Object Properties 

Figure 10 below shows the active (in bold) data properties currently being utilized in NetZOnt. 

has_address enables us to input a physical address related to each building. 

realStateValue provides the current state value of the appliance.  



  

Figure 10: NetZOnt data properties in protégé. 

 
Figure 11: NetZOnt object properties in protégé. 

 

The remaining data properties provide general details related to the appliance from dimension to 

model and device weight. Figure 11 shows the object properties used to generate relations 

between different domains within the ontology. The has_a relation is used to link building 

types with building environments, such as ‘apartment building has_a kitchen’. On the instance 

level, it is used to link building environment instances with appliance instances, such as 

‘apartment1_livingroom has_a television’. The is_in property acts almost like an inverse 

property to has_a. For example the inverse of ‘apartment1_livingroom has_a television’ is ‘ 

television is_in apartment1_livingroom’. The has_consumption property was used to link 

appliances with their discrete state power consumption classified under the Stasis class. Figure 

12 below shows a snippet of its usage within protégé. 



 

Figure 12: NetZOnt Object Property Usage: has_consumption 

 

   

The has_state property is used to link an appliance with a state, such as ‘lamp1 has_state 

some On/Off/Standby state’. The has_functionality property as the name suggests is used 

to assign functionality to appliances. Figure 13 below show a snippet of its use within Protégé. 

Finally, the hasStateValue property allows us to link state values to the class 

On/Off/Standby state.  Using ‘lamp1’ as an example, we know that the instance lamp1 has an 

instance ‘Lamp1 On/Off/ Standby state’, which can be expressed as ‘lamp1 has_state some 

lamp1 On/Off/Standby state’. Since a lamp does not have a ‘Standby’ state, only an ‘On’ and 

‘Off’ state, we can assign only those two state values to it using the hasStateValue relation. 

This can be expressed as follows ‘Lamp1 On/Off/Standby state SubClassOf  hasStateValue 

some OffState Value’. 



 

Figure 13: NetZOnt Object Property Usage: has_functionality 

 

 

Ontology Queries 

To test NetZOnt, a couple of simple queries were run in order to first ensure that the reasoner 

encounters no errors, and also to make sure that the ontology outputs expected results. The 

current version of NetZOnt is very limited in what it can do. It still lacks the full set of classes 

and query structures required to compute parameters such as energy consumption. It however is 

well equipped to provide basic information such as types of appliances within the building and 

the functionalities they provide. Below are the results of three queries posed to the ontology. 

From the outputs in the figures below, it can be concluded that the ontology is working as 

expected. The correct relations were made and the instances are being recognized as expected. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 14: System Ouptut to query question : Which rooms have energy consuming devices? 

 

 

Figure 15: System Ouptut to query question :  What are the energy consuming devices in these rooms? 

 



 

Figure 16: System Ouptut to query question: Which device(s) has a’wash’ functionality and a power 

consumption of 650W? 

 

Conclusions 

With the promise of smart grids and on-site renewable resources, the transition towards energy 

sustainable buildings has progressed rapidly in recent years, with concepts such as net-zero 

gaining increasing attention. In this paper we introduce NetZOnt, an ontological modelling 

approach from domotic environments within net-zero buildings. NetZOnt not only considers the 

energy consuming elements within buildings, but also the buildings themselves as building type 

has an impact on energy consumption. Early query tests on the ontology showed promise, with 

the reasoner running error-free. As is, the current ontology still has a lot of room for 

improvement, with improvements to the appliance and notification functionality classes being of 

main concern. Although not of pressing concern, the upper level ontology can also be updated to 

the latest version 2.0 from the current version 1.1 being used by NetZOnt. Once this stage of 

development is complete, user preference ontologies and environment ontologies can then be 

imported to expand the scope and usability of the ontology. 
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